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Covid challenges
E-commerce platforms - key gateways for business users 
to sell their products during the crisis
Delivery entities - potentially overburdened due to high 
demand on cross-border delivery; key player so the 
customers receive their orders
Platform - whose businesses have been hit as 
intermediation has come to a halt
Covid framework Commission work – digital related
Priority digital policies (ecommerce related)

• Digital Services Act 
• P2B



Covid initial impact large platforms
• Initial data project that in some countries almost 40% 

of start-ups will have to reduce their employees and 
almost 50% will run out of financial sources in three 
months. 

• There are indications of excessive surge prices in 
essential items as well as fake claims on digital 
players’ effectiveness in combatting the virus.

• The approach of individual large European platform 
companies as well as the impact of the crisis on them 
differs.

• Some companies prioritizing essential products, other 
delivery takes longer. Such actions have a 
negative impact on SMEs, whose delivery of 
products /services might be disadvantaged. 



Covid large platforms measures
• Some platforms have already implemented 

support actions to help their business users, e.g. 
no commission for new sellers, faster pay-out scheme 
for cash relief and released commission fees; remote 
working tools for businesses for free

• Financial aid the Commission has launched (EUR 
1 bn. redirected from the Structural Funds to help 
SMEs) or suggested (EUR 37 bn. to provide liquidity to 
corporates) and targeted measures approved by the 
Member States, some large platforms have 
announced (modest) financial or technical 
assistance that targets mostly SMEs.



Covid delivery trends

• Some postal operators expanded capacity with 
40% in the past weeks due to the high demand of 
parcel delivery, employees are complaining about 
increased workload.

• In 2 countries, a company removed the delivery 
fee for pharmaceutical orders, and brought in 
contact-free drop-offs. In its key markets, orders 
dropped by 50% due to restaurants /businesses 
going offline.

• Ecommerce giants hired additional employees to 
meet its surge in demand from online shopping.



Covid opportunity
• This period is also an opportunity for companies 

to digitize; measures exist to support this 
process at various levels by the Commission and 
at Member State level. 

• The digital strategy, AI measures and data 
strategy, DSA and existing legislation adopted as 
P2B are also fundamental to improve this digital 
environment in which companies move and offer 
a favorable framework for investments. ...

• Regulation (DSA) more important than ever, 
crisis accelerates certain trends such as: digital 
transformation, growth online activities, need 
complementary services,  clear B2B relationships 
and better rules that guarantee only safe 
products sold online.



EU support action measures
• Many EC actions at a general level to tackle the COVID 

crisis so far:
- eliminate export bans to allow the flow of goods to 
circulate in the single market;
- Financial support:(SURE initiative, with € 100 billion , 
EUR 1 billion guarantee for the European Investment 
Fund, EIB Group € 20 billion SME, travel package.
- In the digital field: use AI, Combating disinformation, 
virus tracing apps and privacy, enhancement of e-
learning. Discussions on prices Covid-related products, 
and product safety, in e-commerce food voluntary 
action launched, with DG SANTE problems reported 
and platforms help.

• Dialogues between Commissioners and industry



Many measures in the new digital 
strategy that can help businesses

• EU digital strategy aims to ensure digital 
transformation benefits citizens and businesses, 
help achieve climate neutral Europe goal 2050.

• The EU artificial intelligence (AI) and data 
strategies aim to encourage businesses to work 
with new technologies and continue development, 
while ensuring that they enjoy citizens trust.
Actions:
European industrial and SME strategy; Exploiting 
green digital transformations to give new 
opportunities to industry and SMEs.



DSA and P2B specific
• In light of COVID crisis, regulation (DSA) is more 

important than ever, crisis accelerates digital 
transformation, growth of online activities, need for 
complementary services, need for clear B2B 
relationships, better rules that guarantee only safe 
products sold online.
We are fully committed to the P2B regulation. This is 
not just an intermediate step. It will unlock power of 
private litigation to make entire platform economy 
more transparent and fair. 

• In the context of digital strategy, we are now in any 
case examining a specific framework for the bigger 
players (megaplatforms, P2B will continue to exist as a 
complement to these larger measures).



New Political Guidelines

“A new Digital Services Act will upgrade our liability and 
safety rules for digital platforms, services and products”

• Revision of the overall legal framework of the E‐
Commerce Directive

• Aim for more updated, uniform, and clearer rules
• Containing new risks from large non‐EU platforms, while 

allowing emerging EU platforms to grow and compete 



Online Platforms & Market Power 
Context of the DSA and competition 
instrument
• “Where platforms are so large that they can privately regulate 

a whole market, we need to ensure that there is fair 
competition on this market” – M Vestager, 8 October 2019

• Emerging global consensus on need for additional ex-ante 
regulation
• Vestager Special Advisor Report, Furman Review, DE Competition 

Report, Stigler Centre, Australian Competition Enquiry, NL 
Competition Report

• Implementation + Review process of the Platform-to-Business 
Regulation / Observatory Workstream


